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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to the third edition of the
Checker Cab Facebook Group
newsletter.
Based on content available, it looks like
the group can actually have a
Newsletter produced every two
months!
Free of charge, feel free to print and
put in your own binder. If you would
like to submit and article or personal
profile describing you, your car or your
Checker related company, please feel
free to submit all content to me at the
email address on the right side of this
page.

So what’s in this issue? This issue
continues with story about the humble
beginnings of Checker. The last issue
covered the con man who

started several enterprises that
eventually spawned Checker. We’ll
also track one of the last projects at
Checker, a failure in 1977, it would
unfortunately foreshadow the sad
state of the taxicab industry some 40
years later.
Have you ever heard of Turnpike
Checker, well this issue will present
the last surviving franchised Checker
dealer!
Classifieds, yes we’ll present more
current Checkers available for sale.
We’ll also present some spectacular
photos for the CMC library and
Facebook member photos.
Please enjoy edition one, if everything
goes to plan don’t be surprised to see
a Facebook invite for our first show.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1957 Checkers
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Checker’s Last Dealership
In the December 1957 issue of ATA (American Taxicab
Association) a small press release headlined “Checker
Sales Rep Established in D.C.”, the release noted that
“this move is another in a series of steps undertaken by
Checker Cab Sales Corporation to achieve representation
in new areas where a demand for its product has been
created”. Over the next three years similar press releases
would convey the same message, all part of a broader
strategy to introduce a Checker in for the consumer car
market nationally for the 1960 model year.
Still active in the
Checker trade, we
owe a lot to Eric
Lachmann for
being a key
supplier over the
last 20 plus years
helping all keep
their Checkers on
the road

In 1959 Long Island businessman Mickey Lachmann
opened up a used car lot on Long Island, New York. The
young Mr. Lachmann was just starting out and would soon
be looking for other opportunities. By 1962 Checker’s top
sales year, Mr. Lachmann would obtain a Checker
franchise and name it: Turnpike Checker. Over the next 20
years Mr. Lachmann would sell about 20 cars a year.
Loyal to Checker, Mr. Lachmann and his family would
operated officially through 1983 performing warranty
repairs.
Unlike other dealers at the time who close their respective
dealerships, the Lachmann’s just kept on going and they
are still going today in the Checker trade! Operated by
son and Facebook Checker Cab group member Eric
Lachmann the torch has been carried into the 21st
century. Today, Turnpike still has limited supply of
inventory and cars in stock! The picture in this Newsletter
were taken by Facebook friend Michael Pincus back in
March, thanks Michael for sharing

After The Con Man
In the last Newsletter we explored a story about a con man with many
names, we’ll refer to him by his real name William Andrew Schaum.
Between 1901 and 1912 Mr. Schaum created no less than six car companies.
All eventually failed, total automobile production amounted to about 50
buggies over a ten year period. The companies did succeed in lining Mr.
Schaum’s pockets with cash secured by gullible investors. By 1912 his fifth
car company Suburban Motors was failing, in an attempt to save the
investor’s assets the company was acquired by one of its creditors, R A
Palmer, who reorganized the enterprise as the Palmer Motor Car Company.
Three thousand dollars sat in Accounts Payable on the Suburban’s Balance
Sheet owed to Palmer. The debt allow Palmer to gain control of Suburban.

Palmer had created the Cartercar company in 1905, no longer with Cartercar,
Palmer wanted to build another car company. Upon taking over the
company Palmer’s first action was to finish Schaum’s partially assembled
Suburban cars still sitting in the plant and to liquidate the inventory.
The Partin-Palmer Model 20 Roadster was offered with a four-cylinder water-cooled engine of
22 horsepower with Gray and Davis generator and optional electric starter. The roadster had a
56 inch track and 96 inch wheelbase. Standard equipment came with electric lighting, horn,
speedometer, folding top with side curtains, dust boot, speedometer, tool kit and jack for
US$495.[
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Palmer next brought in his own team of experienced
car professionals, retaining A C Mason, a known
automotive expert who had been largely responsible
for production of the first Chevrolet and who had had a
hand in the designing of various Buick powertrains.
Palmer’s next action was to develop a new car, the
Model 38, based on one of Schaum's Suburban chassis.
Palmer now had a real car company.
To complete the transformation, Palmer found a new
partner, the Partin Manufacturing Company. In this
partnership, Partin would focus on manufacturing and
Palmer on sales and dealer expansion. The growth
generated by the partnership allowed manufacturing
to move to Chicago and between 1913 and 1915, two
smaller cars were added to the product line, the Model
20 and the Model 32. Eventually the company
established 400 dealers in global sales network,
primarily in the US Midwest it appeared that the car
and company was headed for success and by 1915 it
was well on its way. This growth required more capital.

so the company was recapitalized by bringing in new
cash investors, but despite the infusion of money, a
lawsuit initiated over a $700 past due creditor bill
which pushed Partin-Palmer into receivership.

The 1918 Commonwealth Ultra-Four Tourer was essentially a modified
version of the Palmer-Partin Model 32. These open tourer became
popular across Europe and North America pressed into taxicab service.
The rigid and reinforced frame, lined with felt significantly reduced noise
and rattles. The Checker of 1923 is based off of this vehicle
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Post-bankruptcy a new company with a new name was created: The
Commonwealth Motor Company. As it was created, the old
leadership team exited and Charles Darnell, the former sales
manager was elevated to President. His first task was to save the 400dealer sales network. Thankfully, no dealers were lost! Darnell’s
second focus was to produce 800 cars to insure the dealer network
had something to sell. Upon the creation of the new company,
another $100,000 was secured, and with more funds in the bank,
Darnell closed a deal with The George D. Whitcomb Company of
Rochelle, Illinois to produce the automobiles.
Whitcomb became Vice President of Commonwealth. Production was
moved to Rochelle and continued into 1916 with the Model 20 and
the Model 32, the Model 38 being discontinued. However, on the
horizon was a new model, the Ultra-Four, a higher-end sports model.
1917 was another big year, as the factory was moved to Jolliet,
Illinois. The name Palmer-Partin was dropped and all cars were now
badged as Commonwealth. Darnell needed to differentiate the new
cars from the hundreds of other automobiles sold in the US, so a new
slogan was developed; “The Commonwealth, the car with the
foundation.” This slogan and the associated build concept would in
essence establish the Checker for years to come.
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The 1917 Commonwealth was essentially a modified
version of the Palmer-Partin Model 32, but it was
designed in a manner consistent with the slogan, with
a heavy duty chrome nickel alloy steel frame, the top
of which was layered with thick felt in order to reduce
body squeaks and rattles. The resulting platform
would be highly desirable for taxicab operators.
In 1918 The Model 20 roadster was dropped and the
Model 32 was joined the following year by the Victory
Six. In 1920, the Ultra-Four was introduced, it was the
old Palmer-Partin Model 32 with a long wheelbase
and a Lycoming power plant. But in 1920
Commonwealth was again in financial trouble and
required an increase in capitalization. $6m - a lot of
money in 1920 was secured and a major sale was
closed between Commonwealth and a new taxicab
syndicate of Chicago, the Checker Cab Company, to
produce new taxicabs. The resulting cab was called
the Commonwealth Mogul Taxicab. The cab was
developed utilizing the Ultra-Four chassis and front
clip mated to a wood taxicab body.

The body was produced by several body manufacturers,
one was a company based out of Jolliet, Illinois, the
Lomberg Body Company. Final assembly of the Taxicabs
were completed by Commonwealth in Jolliet then driven
to Chicago for their entry into the Taxicab trade. In the
next Newsletter, we’ll see how Morris Markin was able
to take over Commonwealth to create the Checker Cab
Manufacturing Company.

The Commonwealth Mogul Taxicab was introduced in
1920. Bodies were supplied by The Lomberg Auto Body
Company
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A Cotton Tail Of Two Taxis
The year was 1975, VW sales were dropping, VW lost its
number one position in sales of import cars in the US in
1974. The new leaders, Japanese auto makers Toyota
and Datsun were swarming the U.S. market with little
modern econoboxes. Toyota and Datsun’s were cheaper
than the famous Beetle, not only that the Beetle was still
based on a car first designed by Ferdinand Porsche in
1938. Faced with mounting competition, the Beetle had
met it's fate. The replacement, a small front wheel drive
car that was frugal in every way. Introduced in the states
as the VW Rabbit it was equipped with a water-cooled 4
cylinder engine with a transversely mounted engine
driving the front wheels, the Rabbit was a major
departure for VW. VW now had a car to compete head to
head with Toyota and Datsun.

VW effectively launch various campaigns in the 1960’s to
show the beetle being used in ways that were essentially
not consistent with the use of a small car in the US. If it
worked in the 60’s surely it would work again in the 70’s.

By 1976 VW was in full swing with marketing campaigns
to put the VW Rabbit into the minds of the American
buying public.
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One of the 60’s campaigns demonstrated the Beetle in
use as a taxi. The same campaign was dusted off again in
the 70’s. The 1977 ad featured Rabbits being used as
taxis, under the tag line “they just don’t build
Volkwagens like the used to”. The campaign included a
press release that showed a Rabbit in service as a cab
based out of Kentucky. The press release indicated that
Lexington Yellow Cab was using Rabbits.
Now I must apologize for the very chezzy title, I could not
resist borrowing from the classic novel “A Tale of Two
Cities” from the 1859 book written by Charles Dickens.
You see, this is a tale about two enterprises that tried to
make taxis out of VW Rabbits. In the 1970’s two
companies came up with this brilliant idea: Checker
Motors Corporation and Wayne Corporation, both also
had the same results.
Checker Motors Corporation
By the mid-seventies Checker would revisit the idea of
producing a new Taxi, four years earlier Checker had
reviewed a proposal created by Michigan based Auto
Dynamics Corp. for a Taxi called the Galva, but for
various reasons at the time Checker passed on the

proposal and opted to continue to build the old tried and
true Checker A11 Taxicab.
In March of 1977, Ed Cole, former GM president, and Victor
Potamkin, one of the largest car dealers in the US, bought
control of Checker Motor’s taxi subsidiary: Checker Taxi Co.
operated Checker fleets in Chicago, Minneapolis and
Pittsburgh. In this role, Cole would also act as the President
of Checker and develop new strategies to expand and grow
the company.

The rough concept drawing of the new Checker from the
desk of Victor Potamkin

Ed Cole was the former general manager of the
Chevrolet Motor Division and president of General
Motors. In the early 50’s, Cole was the lead engineer in
charge of the development of a new Chevy engine built
to replace the Stovebolt Six; this new engine was
Chevrolet's small-block V8, a massive success that
remained in production into the twenty first century.

Victor Potamkin was a popular New York car salesman who
used a combination of sales discounting and aggressive
advertising to transform a Manhattan Cadillac agency into
the flagship of his $1 billion-a-year automotive empire.
Potamkin would also invest in Checker, at the time, Checker
generated net income of $274K on $87 million dollars of
sales. Clearly, Checker did not have the funds to develop a
new taxi on their own.
The magic formula of Potamkin’s deep financial pockets
along with his sales and marketing know-how combined
with Cole’s automotive engineering capabilities and GM
connections were the perfect combination required to
transform Checker and infuse the company with cash.
It was an exciting time at Checker! Expectations were high
that the new partners would revitalize Checker’s future,
new models would be introduced and the company would
grow.
At the onset of the transformation was the desire to build a
new Checker. Cole and Potamkin partnered with Jim
McLernon, President of Volkswagen of America, to explore
the feasibility of stretching the VW Rabbit to create a VW
based Checker.

The hoopla was significant; the US automotive world
was watching Checker when tragedy struck. Just weeks
into the new partnership, Ed Cole was killed in a plane
crash while flying his private plane to Kalamazoo.
Despite the death of Cole, Checker soldiered on with
the transformation plan.
Three months after Coles death in August of 1977,
Checker unveiled plans for the new Taxi to the public in
a Forbes magazine article. The new Checkers would
indeed be based on a stretched Volkswagen Rabbit.

The plan was to stretch the Rabbit 21 inches in the rear
passenger area. Modifications would be made to the
roof in order to improve headroom.
To reinforce the overall strength of the Rabbit design,
Checker anticipated adding 300 pounds of weight to the
body as structural panels, for a total weight of 2300 LBS.
The new taxi would use the same VW transmission used
in the standard Rabbit.

Added weight required new power options. Three
power plants were considered for the new VW based
Checker: Perkins, Mitsubishi or Oldsmobile diesel
engines. The VW based design would have been a
serious departure from past Checkers. The passenger
compartment would have had two rear passengers
facing two forward passengers for a total capacity of four
passengers, one less than the 5 person rear capacity of
the then current A11. This layout is highly questionable
as passengers would have to compete for opposing knee
room.

Ed Cole’s plan assumed sales via GM’s dealer network of
50,000 units a year. After his death, Checker CEO David
Markin reduced the sales plan downwards to 30,000
units. The bodies would be produced by VW and
shipped to Kalamazoo for final assembly.
One test mule was created and field tested. The test
encompassed the placement of 500 pounds of
sandbags in the rear passenger area of a stretched
Rabbit. The vehicle was driven from Kalamazoo to
Chicago, in Chicago, the test mule was put into loop
traffic and monitored for performance, it followed a
new Checker A11 Cab used as a control benchmark for
the entire test. Both vehicles were monitored and
analyzed for the entire exercise.
The results of the test were disappointing. Upon its
return to Kalamazoo, the mule was parked and the
project was killed as it was decided the VW based
concept wasn’t suitable as a taxi. For the rest of the
decade, Checker would continue to produce the A11
Taxicab first introduced in 1962.

Wayne Corporation
Wayne corporate heritage dated back to 1837 when the
company operated out of Union City, Indiana as the
Wayne Wheel Works. Over the course of one hundred
and fifty years Wayne was very profitable thus becoming
a leading producer of various transportation products.
Wayne’s biggest business from the 1950’s till the 1970’s
was the production of school buses in North America.
Most people reading this newsletter probably rode in
Wayne school buses on their way to elementary school
as children.

Two months prior to the Forbes article about the
Checker VW project, in June of 1977 an article about
the Rabbitransit appeared in Automotive News.

VW Rabbit Press Release Photo Lexington Yellow Cab. Jan. 1977

Companies don’t last over one hundred years because
they stick with the status quo, in the mid 1970’s Wayne
started to explore other avenues in the transportation
industry.
In August of 1977 another VW Rabbit project popped up
on to the US automotive scene. Wayne was working on a
project call the “Rabbitransit”. This project was similar
in many ways with the Potamkin VW/Checker project.

Dwayne Sheilds, president of Wayne Corp came up
with the idea of making a VW taxi in late 1977 when
he read about several cab companies purchasing a
fleet of VW Rabbits for taxi service. His idea was to
increase the wheelbase to 104.5 inches, the intent
was to seat four people comfortably behind the
driver. He also wanted to increase headroom and
legroom for passengers. Quoted in Automotive
News, Shields said “ in enlarging the car for taxi
service, we tried to keep in mind the size of the
average American and the frequent need for
transportation of luggage, groceries and the like”.
Shield expected fuel consumption to be similar to the
normal Rabbit EPA rating of 41 MPGs. He also
expected to utilize a VW diesel engine to power the
little cab.

The similar expected EPA ratings were largely based on
the fact that Wayne Corp’s Rabbitransit would be 100 LBS
heavier than a normal Rabbit. Wayne expect to use light
weight vacuum form plastics as body panels and limited
steel strainers and bows to increase structural strength.

Three prototypes were built, no test information is
available to determine their success in testing, but at the
time of the writing of the Automotive News article,
Wayne Corp. had already decided not to build the car.
According to Shields, Wayne had already determined that
to be cost effective, it was cheaper to make a car from the
ground up than to modify an existing car. Additionally
VW officials were quoted in the article that “it would be
some time before they (VW) would be in the position to
supply components for this type of assembly”. Clearly VW
was betting on the Checker project.

Smaller than the Checker proposal, Wayne’s VW taxi rode on a
101.5 wheelbase. Three prototypes were produced

In the end, it seems pretty clear, despite great intentions,
VW Rabbits did not make good taxis in North America
some 40 years ago. That was 70’s, today in the 21st
century that broad statement may not be true.

One only has to step out and hail a cab on
Michigan Avenue in Chicago today to see
the sad state of purpose built cabs in the
US. It’s highly likely that when hailing the
cab a little Japanese Scion will pull up to
the curb, not a substantial North American
large Chevrolet or Plymouth.
We are all aware of Checker’s demise in
2010. Like Checker, Wayne Corp. shut
down in 1997. Wayne was overinvested on
bus production and fell prey to Navistar,
their largest supplier. Navistar enter the
market with their own bus and stole the
market from Wayne. Unfortunately for
Wayne, they had not diversified and died in
the corporate world falling victim of
uninvited competition.

In 2015, Scions are used as Taxi for none other than CMC’s former Chicago Taxi division.
Similar in many way to the VW Rabbit, these non purpose built front wheel drive
econoboxes are not stretched as envisioned by both Checker and Wayne. It clearly
demonstrates the sad state of passenger comfort in today taxicab industry

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale June 2015

888-460-7485
888-460-7485
Frame off, 5000 miles
since build, 406 V8 450
HP, 700R4 transmission,
poisi-traction rear end.
Big dual exhaust out rear
end, 4 wheel disc brakes,
LED gear change
indicator, DVD player and
Navigation, all Connley
leather, copper panels in
roof. Show car or
awesome driver

888-460-7485

1967 A12W Station Wagon,
Haverill, Massachuesetts
Green exterior with Checker Motors
Corporation Decals, upgraded custom
interior, upgraded heat and AC,
outstanding example of a rare model
upgraded for driving pleasure. 901
miles since restoration

$19,500
888-460-7485
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Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale June 2015
1970 Checker Aerobus 8 Door
Wagon
350 Chevrolet V8 engine,
automatic transmission, new
brakes and wheel bearings, new
tires, original interior in
excellent condition great paint
no rust. Frame in excellent clean
condition. 63,000 original miles.

888-460-74859

1975 Checker...all
original...needs
work...original
engine...awesome car, I
loved driving it. One of the
last Checkers from the cab
company. It needs a bath!!
Located in Denver PA.
503-468-1177

1978 Checker Model A12
Frost white with grey interior,
new paint, new interior, air
conditioning, AM/FM radio,
optional opera windows and
coach lights, frame and chassis
completely coated in chassis
coat, complete restoration.
107,000 miles.
$14,500

888-460-74859

1967 checker 4dr station
wagon From arizona. it has a
350 v-8 and turbo 400 trans out
of a 1974 checker. it runs and
drives great. just passed a "real"
nys inspection. it is not a show
car but a very respectable
driver. body has it's lumps and
bumps from years of service
(not as a taxi). underside is
great. interior is very nice
including original headliner. a
very nice car to drive.price
$7,850.-. for info 518-365-9472.

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale June 2015
Dare to be different in this 1978
checker marathon ex cab. This
is definitely a project or parts
car. Title included and it comes
with a n.o.s rocker panel and
lower control arm. It has a 250
chevy six in it with a turbo 400
tranny it does turn over by hand
i have never heard it run.

500-218-0205

Advertisement

London Taxis: a full history by Bill Munro
Taxi Jubilee by Bill Munro
Coming soon: Checker, the All American Taxi
Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

Newsletter End Featured Checker Cabs: 1969 Chicago Auto Show Checker Stand

The Facebook Checker Cab
Group Newsletter is produced
by the administrators of The
Checker Cab Facebook Group
Questions or feedback can be
submitted directly to the group
at
https://www.facebook.com/gro
ups/145497838799022/
Advertisement
Checker Motor Cars
45 Research Drive
Haverhill, MA 01832
888-460-7485

A new, innovative
concept to make
collecting and
owning a piece of
automobile
history exciting
and rewarding

